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About This Game

Mervils is an open world RPG platformer built specifically for third-person VR

Your story begins in the picturesque Mervil countryside with your good friend "Merlyn the Blue". Merlyn is an ancient wizard of
the time and foresee's the resurrection of a great enemy. He fears it is the return of the Dark Lord, “Balazar”.

Armed with a few coins and a great Mervil sword, you embark on your journey. Throughout the five vibrant worlds you meet
Mervils, Wizards, and ghosts of the past that tell stories of the power found within The Great Mervil Book.

Only a fool-hardy Mervil would set-out on such a forsaken quest to defeat"Balazar the Evil". Will you be cunning enough to find
the pages of the Great Mervil Book and have the power to stop Balazar's imminent attack? The task will not be an easy one! The

pages are scattered in the darkest depths of the Mervil Kingdom and "Balazar's" enemies are on the hunt. It's up to you, the
bravest hero in all the lands to rebind the pages of The Great Mervil Book and save the Kingdom from "Balazar's" destruction!
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Features

 Upgrade your armor! Your adventurer begins the journey with a simple sword, no armor, and merely a few coins, but
the Mervil Armory is filled with helmets, bracers, pauldrons, axes, and swords to help defeat your enemies!

 Learn the stories of old. The Mervil Kingdom has been in existence for thousands of years and the local villagers
know the lay of land better than any other. Their stories and quests will light the way through the darkest corners of the
Mervil worlds.

 Catapults, Ballistas, and Cannons! Your sword is not the only weapon in the lands, find hidden catapults and ballistas
to destroy Balazar's enemies and seek out cannons to fly high through the Mervil skies!

 Travel by Rail, Ice, and Sea! Balazar's attack is imminent and you'll need to find quicker ways to travel across the
lands. Along the way you will find a Mine Cart, a Sleigh at the top of an icy tundra, and a Pirate Ship in Crystal Bay. Be
wary though, travelling at great speed comes with great consequences!

 Put your mind to the test, literally! Throughout your journey you will find puzzles designed specially for VR, use
your mind to unlock hidden treasure, to navigate through complex labyrinths and even to balance on a tight rope
thousands of feet in the air!

 Relax in the Mervil Countryside. Your quest is not all battles and puzzles, take your time and talk to the local
fishermen, roast marshmallows late at night by the fire, and take in the waves along the coast of Paradise Cove.

 Enjoy a jolly Celtic melody throughout. Mervils love their music and you'll find each village playing their own Celtic
tune as you progress through the worlds!

 The game can be played "Roomscale" with Motion controllers or "sitting/standing" with a gamepad on the
HTC Vive or Oculus Rift.

 Play comfortably! Choose from a "Blink", smooth follow, or custom camera mode.
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Title: Mervils: A VR Adventure
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
VitruviusVR
Publisher:
VitruviusVR
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 770 OR AMD Radeon R9 280X

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

English
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If you like puzzle / physics games I would definitely reccommend buying this. If you don't have time to play this game i
wouldn't recommend it... very addictive and can play for hours! 10/10. By the same makes of Crazy Plant Shop, Reach for the
Sun is a casual game where you learn some basic science in a lighthearted way. Those who complain it is limited are missing the
fact that it is just trying to hammer home the couple very basic concepts.

Saying that, the game is more clicking than learning and I think Crazy Plant Shop is a superior game in terms of letting the
player have some time to absorb the knowledge (as limited as it may be). I think both games would be an interesting diversion
for a child, or an adult who wants to play something casual.. The game has had a few smaller patches since i have last spoken to
the dev's Right now, I would only recomment buying the game if you desire a game that hasn't got all its quirks out of the boat.

But the game is a good collection game 3d platforming is enjoyable now.

The camera needs - rework the Attack on or off as i now call it, works pritty well but i would advise you keep it on during those
odd maps you don't know whats going to happen to you.

When you die the ENTIRE Map resets- YAY NOT... Only problem that i really have with this game righ tnow and i have said it.

I play with KB and mouse, The mouse is no longer needed but could be used to be a sweet set of enjoyment perimitors.

Joypad has a run feature i think - KB doesnt. I would like to see those change so each person palying the game has the same sub
set of keys made to them.

Till next update.. the games pretty good i mean its free not that much people playing it but it is free. This is a great game, but
the story is cheesy to the point of being cringeworthy. This may be a big disappointment to Myst fans seeing as the previous
games (Especially Riven) are very grounded and masters at storytelling through gameplay. But don't let that hold you back from
enjoying what is otherwise a properly clever game.

The story revolves around a mad scientist and a hippie who battles for control over an all powerfull object (yeah, it's that dumb).
The scientist is pretty cool as a character, although he is a bit over the top at times and nowhere near the trilling genius of Ghen
(the scientist psychopath from Riven). The hippie however is cringeworthy and spews bad methaphors in an attempt at wisdom.
Unless you enjoy that sort of thing it will take away some of your enjoyment.

But credit where credit is due: The solution to the final puzzle that wraps up the story is actually pretty clever and ties nicely into
the gameplay. The pace is good and you spend most of your time in this game actualy playing it and making progress (not
watching cutscenes like most adventure games).
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Other than a dissapointing story the rest of the game is pure joy. The visuals and atmosphere are AMAZING (even today). The
game runs perfect on modern systems and has almost no bugs. Music is also good but not at the level of some of the other games
in the series. The game is easy to play and works great both as a point&click and as a free moving FPS (choice is yours).

The puzzles are the main star and they are as good as ever. Many of them are really clever and will make you feel like a god
when you solve them. They tie nicely into the game-world and helps build up that mysterious lonely atmosphere that Myst is
known for. All of them are both interesting and fair, there is not a single "bad seed" that relies on stupid game-logic or pixel-
hunting.

As always with Myst games the puzzles expects you to examine and undertsand the environment in which they are located and
what the purpose of the machinery you are manipulating actually is. You must look past just the interactive objects and study
the world as a whole to make sense of it all. Simple logic or "trying everything" will not get you anywhere.

Just look past the horrible story/writing and have fun, gameplay is stellar here.. Intrygująca platformówka utrzymana w bardzo
ciekawym stylu graficznym.
Naszym celem jest powrót do domu (na Ksieżyc) na wiele różnych niekonwencjonalnych sposobów.
Polecam, choć nie udało mi się dokończyć gry, gdyż finałowe zadanie jest dla mnie zbyt trudne.
Klimat gry - rewelacja.

An intriguing platformer maintained in a very interesting graphical style.
Our goal is to return home (to the Moon) in a many unconventional ways.
I am recommending the game, though I could not finish it because the final stage is too hard for me.
Atmosphere of the game - a revelation.. very charming take on mini golf. Could use more content updates and some tweaks to
the camera control but this is a very fun blend of mini golf and angry birds
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A simple, fun, and casual game which has significantly improved over the past year. I started playing this game during beta and
before their Steam release, and it was a good no-brainer distraction with lots of potential. The developed actually contacted me
by email, thanking me for the feedback I gave them during beta. Any developer that takes the time to accept constructive
feedback and incorporate games fixes will definitely build a loyal following in the long-term.. It looked like a fun game to play,
when it down loaded. I read the instructions, but I can't get the game to run! Please someone help me.. I am surprised that the
author was able to introduce many new interesting and memorable characters at this point in the story. Honestly this is one of
those games that stays in your mind long after playing it. It leaves you with many messages that keep you thinking long after
shutting down the game, especially the ones focusing on the concept of truth. What is truth exactly? How valuable it? Is there
only a single truth behind every event?
Also the music is fantastic, I still keep listening to the soundtrack of this game even after completing it.
It took me quite a while to finish it, but it was worthwhile. Truly an experience I wont be forgetting anytime soon.. This game is
a trip. You have this puzzle game that requires intense concentration, mixed with the music that makes you zone completely out.

When you get down to the gameplay its challenging, I highly recommend a controller. That said, the difficulty makes it super
triumphant when you win.

Speedrunners, here is your next mountain to scale. It simply delivers. Very recommended.
And if you like the protagonist's type it's a must buy.
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